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1. Overview 
1. Mitel hosted an event for about 40 industry analysts and consultants in Dallas, TX this month.  

2. The event provided a general overview of the business as well as a preview of several upcoming 

products.  

3. The only announcement was the release of a new SDN service based on VeloCloud.  

4. Mitel hosted a similar event a year ago where it changed its conversation from business 

communications to the mobile enterprise.  

5. Attendees were promised updates on Mitel’s cloud business, embedded communications, 

mobile first solutions, verticals, and hospitality.  

2. Revised Messaging 
1. CEO Rich McBee kicked off the event with some clear messaging. Mitel is “strong, stable, and 

profitable” and intends to grow (both organically and through acquisitions).  

2. Regarding acquisitions, McBee said Mitel has a continuous process of evaluating potential 

targets for fit against three tests: financial/accretive, cultural, and strategic.  

3. The corporate vision is to “make communications and collaboration seamless.”  

4. Mitel has added “IoT” to its portfolio and messaging. Mitel is positioning around the 

convergence of UC, collaboration, mobile enterprise, and IoT.  

5. Mitel believes it is critical to allow its customers to transform from a premises-based world to a 

mobile-enabled, cloud technology world on their own terms. A key part of this strategy is to 

expand its API capabilities.  

6. A heavy theme of the event was digital transformation. Digital: Any technology that connects 

people, machines, or information, Transformation: The realignment of the foundational 

concepts of a business from its operating model touching every business function. Mitel intends 

to facilitate digital transformation by connecting business applications to Mitel systems via 

cloud API intermediaries.  

7. Mitel’s strategy is to 1) expand and enable the base with a 2) path to the future (agile, scalable 

solutions), and 3) use rapid innovation to drive digital transformation.  

8. Profiled verticals included: Hospitality, State/Local/Education, and Healthcare.  

3. Portfolio 
1. Several products and demonstrations of upcoming products were on display.  

2. There was a huddle video room solution that uses the touch-screen of the Mitel phone as the 

room controller. The components included USB peripherals for video and audio connected to 

an Intel NUC, a third party monitor, and the Mitel phone. It’s conceptually similar to the new 

Skype room systems (Rigel) which uses a Surface Pro 4 for touch controls and video processing. 

The room system is compatible with MiCollab and uses technology licensed from Vidyo. It is not 

yet generally available.  
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3. There was a micro-services display that adapted older Nortel, Cisco, and Unify phones to a 

Mitel call manager. The solution is in development.  

4. Mitel’s cloud has expanded. Now referred to as Mitel World Cloud it reaches customers in 

about 40 countries via 14 data centers and claims to offer a single: admin portal, invoice, and 

currency for global customers. Partner built models exist in 24 countries.  

5. Mitel showcased its new 6900 series of IP phones, most of which became available this month. 

An earlier version of these endpoints were previewed at last year’s event under NDA. 

6. Mitel quietly launched last April its own solution for workstream messaging called MiTeam as a 

component of MiCollab. This is a team oriented, persistent chat solution for both real-time and 

asynchronous communications. Mitel’s approach differs from several UC vendors in that 

MiTeam is not a standalone application, and instead is bundled within its MiCollab suite. As 

with MiCollab, it can be obtained as a service or product. There is no freemium offer.  

7. The Mitel Accelerator, which was launched about a year ago, demonstrated several IoT 

integrations utilizing cloud API intermediaries. The demos utilized a new potential Workflow 

Engine component within the contact center portfolio to trigger outbound calls and other 

activities. 

4. Opinion 
1. 2016 was a year of adjustment for Mitel. A big chunk was consumed with its attempted merger 

of Polycom. Three of its two business units got new leadership. Bob Agnes replaced Ron 

Wellard and is now the GM of the Enterprise division and BG Kumar replaced the Mavenir 

Founder and now heads the Mobile division.  

2. There is no other UC company that is involved in as many separate markets as Mitel. Mitel 

produces hardware and software UC products for call control, UC applications, contact center, 

and endpoints. Mitel produces software and services aimed at solution providers. Mitel hosts 

retail and wholesale services for UCaaS and PaaS. It also provides mobility software including 

LTE and IMS PBX to cellular providers. It maintains a networking services including an MVNO.   

3. The video room solution was intriguing because it puts a Mitel phone at the center of the 

experience. This is practical as conference rooms still require phones. It is unfortunate that it 

can’t use the speaker or microphones on the phone for the video stream (requires separate 

peripherals).  

4. Bob Agnes, presumably worked with McBee at Tektronix years ago, actually joined Mitel in 

2014 with responsibility for APAC. He has strong marketing experience and seems to be largely 

responsible for the shift in focus to APIs and IoT at Mitel.  

5. Mitel now has its own workstream messaging solution and is expanding its approach to video – 

two highly strategic solution areas. However, both rely on third party OEMs.  

6. Adoption of MiTeams internally at Mitel does not seem strong.  

7. Mitel Mobility (Mavenir) was no longer described as an “Adjacency.” The business unit appears 

very separate, but does offer an IMS-based, multi-tenant PBX that carriers can use for multi-line 

services. Telepo is now offered globally under both wholesale and retail offers. Aastra acquired 

Telepo just prior to being acquired by Mitel. 

 


